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Evolving theories of oppression and revolution in reduction of poverty in India Purushothaman P. Director, Center for University Industry Interaction, Periyar Maniammai University, [email protected]



An attempt is made in propounding formative theories of oppression and revolution to reduce poverty in India. There appears to be a good opportunity to reduce poverty by the proposed reform in electoral system and in the politics of India. People interested in pedagogy of oppressed and interested in poverty reduction should make this opportunity to critically examine and take up suitable interventions. As a first step in creating their own theories of revolution and taking it up further for implementation or action research and field experimentation. Keywords: Oppression, Revolution, Poverty reduction, Pedagogy of Oppressed, Politics, Electoral Reform, India.



Introduction: Pedagogy of Oppressed by Paulo Freire [1] states that critically reflecting upon the conditions of oppression, a theory of oppression shall be made and subsequently a theory of revolution must be made to remove the conditions of oppression. Poverty in democracy can be seen as an object of oppression for critical thinking and pedagogy. Recently, the Ministry of Law and Justice of Government of India has brought out a background paper [2,3] on electoral reforms, which itself is a revolution that merit critical reflection on situations which could be improved to benefit the poor people and the general mass of the country. In a sense, even using the word ‘mass’ to refer the people of our country is an object of oppression, as we have been trained to look the same way as the oppressors, seeing our subjects as simple objects or mass of objects. Freire in his work insists that democracies fail to take care of poor people and even communist leaders of his country failed, as they start behaving the same way as the oppressors. He also emphasizes that only oppressed can come out of their problems on their own efforts and they can’t expect the oppressors or others to help them to come out of poverty or conditions of oppression. Although good efforts have been done by us and greatly reduced poverty in the country, still, we can consider poverty in our country as an object of oppression [3] and the political situation in the country, again as an object of oppression. Freire also tells that we have to call the oppressors as oppressors and the oppressed shall have the courage to say so, naming them. In India, we can treat the political persons and
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the leaders in general as oppressors of the poor, either because of in-sufficient seriousness and as they are interested only in power and wealth accumulation, imitating the behaviors of the oppressors. With this background propounding a theory of oppression, now, we will consider the back ground material of the law ministry and the present political conditions in the country and propose a theory of revolution to meet the goals of the law and justice ministry. This previous statement could also be seen as object of oppression and as problems seen in democracies, the responsibilities are relegated to ministries and officials and bottom-up approach is never achieved or a critical mass or strength is not achieved in mobilizing the good will of general public. In democracies, the power and responsibilities of the public and the poor people are diluted and taken over by oppressors or influential persons. How could this be curtailed or power and responsibilities are given back to general public and the poor people will be a major question or task in the revolution. Responsibilities without power or empowerment would be again mockery of the system and would fail. So power and responsibility, with bottom-up strategy could help improve the conditions in the country. Pachayat Raj Institution was one such an attempt and its efficacy may have to be investigated or enhanced. There are continuous efforts from various sections and it is a good sign that our democracy is living, organic and responsive, however on the same observation or strength of us, we will have to revisit again and again, reflect and refine our system of democracy. We will take this as an opportunity to make the theories or formulate
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our approaches, so that even the most neglected, although talked about are taken care of to next level of development.



Oppressor and oppressed demography: Instead of demarcating on the basis of poor and rich, let us allow each individual at some point of time taking either of the position or a complex position, perhaps, this, we would base on Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs [4] and wants, as our behaviors are mostly affected by our wants, needs, intentions, likes, dis-likes and compulsions to be either an oppressor or an oppressed. So to say, if we know or try to understand our basic human nature, maybe we will have an answer to many of our problems, social, economical, political and personal. So, we will attempt to study on the basis of hierarchy of needs or where each player could be positioned and explained as a tool for reflection, which may yield solution to the problems we face in the country, particularly, in the political situation as much it affects poor people.



Theory of oppression (The power game as self-actualization): The games we play are bit interesting to reflect upon. One is the power game, who is powerful or in a commanding position or in a position to decide the results. This, well goes with the “Esteem” category: why do we want this attribute or traits to be of high and respectable esteem? Whether, will we be just objects or vegetables? If we don’t have sufficient esteem or feeling of good that we are somebody substantial with substance, what will happen to us? Two games come to my mind, one is what the dogs or puppies do, another is what we do in one of our martial art, the wrestling; the dogs also play the game similar to our wrestling. Dogs would chase each other, once got, the one who got caught would roll to its back. the one chasing would attempt to bite the throat of the dog which is on its back, as the standing dog attempts to bite, the dog underneath would attempt to bite the mouth of the dog standing. This game is one of a best pastime for the dogs in our street; both adults and puppies participate in the game. This game is definitely to practice its preying skills and also to defend itself when some other animal prey on them. Now, we will come to our wrestling, we have to turn our opponent on his back, such that his shoulder
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touches the floor, we just stop at that, but we can recall our animal instincts, we would also crush the person’s throat either with hand or foot or it might symbolize an act before sex. Both the games appear to be primitive and a practice to keep survival of the fit. So, we can deduce that what our politicians play, the power game is an extension of such primitive game to suppress or to prove themselves or to enjoy feel good aspect of esteem. This deduction may not be so apparent, but if we look into Karpan Drama Triangle [7] and the drama what we see here in our politics is very familiar to this drama, where we can easily relate the victim to the common man, with brevity, the ruling party as the persecutor and the opposition parties as rescuer, interestingly, these games have been grouped under unconsciously played games [7], where deeper explorations are required why are we like this? May be, I am playing the role of rescuer and the victim, although I might aspire the role of persecutor. This also warrants mapping of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to the ego states, the drivers or the players child-adult-parent. We could tentatively put the table as given below, as in reality in each case, it could be very complex. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as a template



Ego mapping



Self-actualization



Adult and super ego



Power or esteem



Parent, id and super ego



Social love, belonging



Child and super ego



Safety and security



Adult and super ego



Physiological



Child and super ego



We can also explain the family run politics to a complex construct of self-actualization through play of power with longing of love and affection providing safety and addressing basic needs to all generations to follow and to the truthful followers in their political party, practically all put together in a single basket of wish list of one’s life fulfillment. From this, we can ask a question, if wealth is amassed for more than few generation, would not the family get satisfied? Why do people still be part
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of the game they play? Perhaps this could be explained through switching nature of the players. There could be some safety aspect of parking amassed wealth in Swiss accounts and in other asset forms or assurance of coming back to power. From the above, we can infer that oppressor behavior is also a natural human behavior due to very basic human nature. If we see more corruption in our country or elsewhere in different forms, we can expect as we mature in our politics, we will be seeing more of self-actualization and ease of pressures on account of power games. Both, Mahatma Gandhi and Thanthai Periyar have one thing in common that they opted out of the power game, declared that they would not hold the political power offices themselves, but we require good managers of political offices, who would demonstrate on most of the occasions the adult ego and super ego components to a maximum, perhaps an attribute of the rescuer or a simple human being. We may also propose a tetrahedron model as an extension to Karpan Drama Triangle, where the apex point can be denoted as leaders above this game-plane, who do constructive work and development to the country, such as Gandhiji and Thanthai Periyar. We can dowel upon any such games what various players (stake-holders) play to understand why they do play as such and what they finally gain. But, the underlying concept (truth) is whether one is oppressor or oppressed both are human beings whereas the oppressed is subjected subhumanistic way, perhaps due to basic animal or primitive instincts of the oppressor. Thinking this way helps to unit both the oppressor and the oppressed, and also brings out solutions to uplift both oppressor and the oppressed. This is most important in our country, in India, in a democratic country, where people are equal. This would also give leverage as Paulo Freire says, only the revolutionary acts of the oppressed help the oppressor to come out of the evils what they do or even uplifting them in standards, as I understand. If elected politicians behave as oppressors or as the riches, we cannot expect them to truly bother about the poor or the oppressed, particularly at situations where it requires courage to pass rules and regulations controlling themselves or passing laws affecting themselves. This is one of a major reason that oppressors cannot be expected to help oppressed or poor to come out of poverty. Say for example if politicians are corrupt and are very
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determined to amass wealth whatever way it may be possible, without any regard to anyone or even permitting within rules and regulations as intellectuals,; any such rules or regulation brought by them restricting themselves or harming themselves could be considered as suicidal, so we cannot expect them to amend any rule in such favorable direction. Rightly so the pedagogy of oppressed expects that the oppressed only rise-up and transform the conditions oppressing them and also elevate the oppressor in the process. Thanthai Periyar [5] states that Only Women can uplift themselves and cannot expect men to uplift women. Interestingly in India, we have many politicians who are first time/first generation rich persons, who have had the taste of what poverty is, as they are riding on the hierarchy of human needs, they may be searching for their self-actualization through amassing wealth and power. Wealth alone can bring health and happiness is again a subject of oppression or educational instructions given by oppressors as a banking-deposit education system, by such instructions, we are cat copying and driven by strong force of desire to amass wealth and power.



Theory of revolution or transformation: The attempt is not to make perfect theories, while reflecting on such objects and conditions of oppression, we try to evolve solutions, which can be practiced or solutions realized through field implementation. There is closeness by calling E V Ramasamy Naicker as Thanthai Periyar as one in our family, whereas calling Mohandas Karam Chand Gandhi as Mahatma Gandhi instead of popularizing the other fond name, “Father of our Nation” or as “Grand Father” to children of next generation of our nation is not done; our politicians and intellectuals have made a distance that it is not possible for them and for us to be one like Mohandas Karam Chand Gandhi [7]. We and the poor would be able to emulate their methods and device new methods to bring revolution and transformation of India. Sathyagragha or in its present form strike is practiced by work force, communities, even by rich and powerful. This is one strange situation whereas, methods of revolutionary are copied and imitated by both rich and poor alike. The solution to overcome or satisfy the needs and the higher order of hierarchy are tough to come-by and yet to be realized.
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Strike and vandalism of present day are both the results of oppressor’s behavior as whatever we say or do, would not reach the deaf ears; the oppressed behavior is also a replica of the oppressor as “no matter what happens to others listen to us”. Registered organizations whether political or not must be held responsible for disturbing public system and order. The “Right To Information (RTI)” might provide solution to these strike problems. The recent stalemate in parliament is again a typical case as above. It is sad that at times, the resolution procedure fails when differing views exist in a democracy. As a possible solution, we can exploit the online and Internet facility to maximum, for both the principals (the citizen of India) and the members of various elected bodies to put up their views and representation on-line before-hand. This would solve the space and time problem and all views can be heard and answered. There can also be on-line polls. We can also include online polling by general public on best performance of representing people’s interest, acceptable acts and un-acceptable acts of our honorable elected representatives. There could also be facilities created for ordinary citizens to raise issues or bills in assemblies or in parliament through on-line participation, which would improve direct public participation and encourage bottom-up involvement. An attempt is made in our work [7] on how a social worker can emulate Gandhian methods which is reproduced with slight modification as shown below; definitely, we can expect same or similar methods to be practiced by our present political leaders: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as a template



Gandhiji’s tools recommended for social workers to emulate his practice



Self-actualization



Face to Face with God(Common People) or Absolute Truth going from peripheral truth, [a similar one by Tamilnadu, DMK leader, seeing god in the smile of poor]



Power or esteem



Austerity



Social love, belonging



Ahimsa, Universal Love
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Safety and security



Sathyagraha



Physiological



Simplicity



In our ancient times, many people directly sought self-actualization by taking sanyasam, seeking absolute truth or truth in general and as people are driven by physiological, sociological and psychological forces and desires. Although Lord Buddha's thesis states that desire is the root cause of all miseries, still economic, political and social activities are determined by desire and demands of common people and highly influenced by leaders and their leadership. In the days to come, we could expect our leaders well trained at higher and better level of self-actualization, goal congruent with humanity, apt natural environment and political eco system. We would be setting up a system, even if totally corrupt person ( a dictator) happens to rule our country, our general public will be happy, needs satisfied and have freedom. We shall remain and our democracy shall be a continuously learning, flexible and a perfecting entity.



What interest do you have? One of the question asked between government employees is,”What interest do you have?” implying vested interest. This is used to check whether the person has corrupt intention, which also makes officers not pro-active and remain silent, making them not to take the trouble of taking any initiative and finally they become dysfunctional. Is this an object of oppression? It appears so as this impairs free working of an official. The imitating of corrupt officials as that of good ones, make it very difficult now a days to find out who is corrupt and who is not. As we have already made our theory, this distinction is not necessary as both try to selfactualize and attempting to do good oneself or to the country, both category of persons can be brought back to goal congruence of India Development. If a junior official or a junior minister is corrupt, they can be easily corrected through the system procedure, whereas, when the senior minister or senior official is corrupt, correction is tough. At which point in their career, they become corrupt is also an issue for reflection. One highly corrupt person at higher level is more dangerous to spoil the whole system, however, persons at higher level are to be given more power to act in favor of
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common people and they shall also command high discretionary power to take decisions and to give approvals. A distinction shall also be made regarding the individuals holding an office and the office, say for example, the person holding a minister position and the office of the minister similar to development centre and profit centre concepts. The office can never be corrupt unless, the whole society or group becomes corrupt, or corruption would become a social order, a near case as in India what we see or say. This is not a healthy situation, particularly our thinking, we have to turn around and say we are doing good and not corrupt. How is this possible? One amassing wealth also must subject to the law of diminishing of utility or satisfaction, as the person amasses wealth and assets one after another, what shall be the limit and how can we address this? As we see, even contesting elections is seen as an investment to reap the profits later either legally or illegally. One possibility is totally vitiating any investment or spending by individuals or the parties to contest elections, so that the pressures of high returns on investment are removed, which would in a sense assure good performance of the elected members. A second possibility is to spend requisite money only by election commission for all members and not only to the independent candidates. Third possibility is making the individuals to declare that they would behave like a sanyasi of our ancient time. A fourth possibility is taking care of their reasonable living cost and family support by government itself for rest of their life. To avoid any affiliations to any party, election commission can consider only individuals who are qualified through a screening system, perhaps as mentioned elsewhere by grass root level elections, the candidates shall contest only in areas where they normally reside(common people will know, if they amass wealth). This would also make the candidates to live in the close proximity of the people whom they represent. In the case of officials, particularly constitutional authorities also, the same method can be deployed, that government can fully support reasonable cost of the individual and direct family for their living, as an option. In our government system, each official and even clerks are vested with good discretionary power, although decisions are made with pre-set norms, rules, and regulations. The major problem for a non-corrupt official to function is controls
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exercised by corrupt officials on them; the main instrument is rustication of the official by seriously affecting the service records and the confidential reports. As both the higher and the junior officials are working in the interest of public, these reports could be made public, including ministers reports on secretaries of their ministry could be made public, so also self-assessment of secretaries can be made public. The whole service records could be made public, which would also carry the selfassessment made by respective officials and their sub-ordinate officials either in the name or designation. As principals, each citizen will have right to look and assess performance of each minister and the officials, anyone who does not like this method can opt private employment or not contest elections or hold public office. But, one major problem we have is, our behavior similar to the oppressor, putting more controls and regulations than required and finally we become dysfunctional. We have to be free, flexible, trusting and functional. We have to trust each other and provide support to each other to be functional and productive, including trust between parties. This could be a trade-off that is transparency and confidentiality, flexibility and controls, but there shall not be any intentional let down on the performance of officials and ministers.



Government employee vs Citizen of India, who has more stakes on India Development: Now, we reflect upon the question, as citizens of India, what interest we have whether it is different or same as government officers. Can this be different and leave the responsibility to only to government officials? We will also reflect on an offense, “obstructing a government official to perform his/her duty”. Alternatively, we raise another question, are citizens of India restricted to contribute or work towards common cause and whether such citizens are protected as well as government officials? We shall also consider that no longer, we are ruled by then British Empire. This is important as we have huge population and very few government employees and a large section of private employment and unemployment. May be our question who has more stake whether government employees or the citizen is not appropriate, as employees are also citizens, have
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double responsibility, and further they are paid, have much more responsibility than an ordinary citizen. This does not vitiate the responsibility of the citizens or the contributions of the citizens and government officials cannot treat themselves as the sole protectors of the constitution. Contributions as naturally accruing on account of ordinary citizens shall be taken care of with due diligence. Say for example, when a major scam is reported, can the citizen participate in the investigation as a rightful stake-holder and free contributor, without accepting government salary. There shall be system procedure to include this aspect.



Swiss banks: Indian depositing huge amounts in Swiss Banks is yet another object of oppression, going by various news items. However, amassing of wealth by politicians and industrialists, as we have observed earlier is an issue of self-actualization through power, esteem and finding a limit, (a pseudo capacity searching akin to self-actualization, as persons involved are intelligent or educated and learned) in each individual case and an extension of all other needs in the hierarchy of Maslow’s needs. Going by this, we can expect to retrieve or remobilize the money or assets deposited elsewhere [8] back to our country. We may have to construct a simple model to understand how this works. Let us first assume that the money is legally earned money in contrast to illegal or black money and if we carefully read the conditions to open accounts that only legally earned money is accepted or the risk is with the account holder [9]. The banks cannot refuse to send the money back to our country, if black or illegally gained money, proof of which, our governments will have to provide. If we consider the quote,”..the total amount of money in Swiss Banks at 2,100 billion francs, or $2,050 billion, half of which were institutional funds..”, we could expect more or less, we have institutionalized parking money in SWISS Accounts and the first question that arise is on the need even for institutions to park Indian money in Swiss Banks. The fund, which otherwise would be available for national development and to the common people, is a definite object of oppression, whether the money is legally parked or otherwise. This is one just occasion that oppressed shall have the courage to name the oppressors. When we appreciate the traditions and the standards to open a new Swiss
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account, we see an interesting thing that the banks are doing a just business and protecting its customers, as long as, the deposits are genuine. We have one recourse to this just stands of the banks, that when the deposits exceed known or stated earnings or acceptable source of income of the depositor, the banks are bound to declare/close such accounts that by their own law cannot withhold such information(as we would interpret), that is cases of disproportionate deposits are to be asked to move their funds elsewhere. The situation in the cases of institutions perhaps institutions supported by political parties or their strong men/women cannot be directly blamed to park the money in accounts like Swiss Accounts as each would have perceived risks associated in changes in government positions and politics in India. This definitely is a sad position in democracies like India. The best way is to create trust in our country between political parties as is between Swiss Banks and their customers and bring the risk perception at par. This however, we can well found on the basic financial principles as foreign direct investments improve if the perceived country risks are eliminated or reduced, which we have noticed after opening up of Indian markets and liberalization. Now, we shall also mention about another game played by puppies, sometimes puppies would also invite adult dogs into their game; taking a waste cloth or the like, chasing, running around and pulling the cloth in between them to tear or to share their meal, again a survival game so that they can tear the flesh and swallow what they can. Amicable and friendly competition between political parties shall be established for stopping movement of funds from India outward. How actually fund moves out is another issue, which is more of an operational issue, which can be easily overseen, even Swiss officials are of the view, if India wants to control the cash flow, they can easily do it on their own. Lack of willingness from our side could be a normal behavior expected from oppressors, the common people of India would only have to rise-up to the demands of the nation. As we have assumed that fund flow is legally happening, or somewhere the money is legalized, how is it possible in a country with so many controls and checks, that this could happen? This is also a question for our reflection. One possibility is that such flow could have been institutionalized. May be through government concessions and
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contracts particular institutions would be enabled to move funds outward and deposit on SWISS number accounts and third party accounts, if not on direct accounts. How to bring back this money could be a tough issue for critical thinking, although checking the outflow is immediate and within our control. One feasibility is to make it public all money movements outward after elections and inward during elections or bringing transparency, instead of only asking Swiss Banks to be transparent, we can start ourselves to be transparent. Right To Information (RTI) might help us to draw such information, perhaps would check further movement of money outward. The secondary markets would also do their best part in mobilizing such funds back to our country.



Funds collected by political parties: In Indian context, this fund also can be taken as object of oppression. In many cases, it is the contribution of poor people, many of them contributing small savings for a genuine cause of representing their rights and issues and on few instances, major private organizations contributing heavily to the political parties for gains known to them. In either way, one is to represent to government another is to get concessions when the party come to power. In India, for a moment, we shall think critically who our government is, is it the same British rulers our parties will have to represent or is our government different from us and the common people? The political parties do not require any money collection for this purpose as government is ours, run by us, for us and of us. In the other case definitely, it is not desirable to be a partisan government, accepting money from private for whatever may be the reason. We can also assume or make a hypothesis that only this money as major institutional funds in number accounts are parked in Swiss Banks. If private organizations are really interested to support electoral system in India, they can contribute to election commission of India to create a common fund to assist all parties or very specifically good, clean and poor candidates to meet the cost of contesting elections, as part of their corporate responsibility. The money contributed to election commission special fund can be given concession towards tax. This would also curtail flow of fund outward illegally, if our hypothesis is correct.
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The independent candidate is very essence of independent India as symbol of individual freedom: Will a poor be able to contest an election and win a post in either Panchayat Raj or State Legislative Assembly or in Lok Saba - Parliament? The background paper says that at least people with moderate financial resources must be able to contest elections as cost of contesting elections has risen and money power is doing its rounds. We take this as an object of oppression and look for opportunities for even poor people to represent in the elected forums. Why should anybody spend money at all, if he or she is going to be truly representing the general population and is expected to do more than the only few elite? Can we create a facility for such representations? We can reflect on our ancient system of electing leaders or even kings through a random process. Say elephants garlanding even a beggar to be the next king and the “thiru ula seetu, kind of lottery system” of Tamilnadu by selecting the gramsaba leader by little children. Were our ancestors’ fools to go for such a random selection process? What are the real competency or attributes a person shall have to be representing and acting on behalf of general public? Does the back ground paper address these issues? What will happen if at least 5% of the total elected representatives shall be selected on the basis of total randomness so that there are every chances for poor and good one to have as much chances as they represent a larger population within that 5%? There will not be even a single currency spent to select 5% of the elected members through computer generated random selection among all eligible voters, whether, the person is literate or not, rich or not, criminal or not. This 5% need not be taken from existing numbers, but additional seats can be created, so that present level of representation is not affected, in reality it will be enhanced.



The Anti-defection law: We can see the anti-defection law as an object of oppression, when we consider on how we cast our votes. What decisions do we make to vote to a particular candidate? We might have a different opinion or insight. If one is well informed voter, to whom will the person cast the vote: will it be on individual basis or will it be on party basis? Is there any rule in the constitution that a voter has to put
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the vote only on the basis of parties? This would also question certain views in the back ground paper on individual candidates. There could be certain problems on the number of candidates contesting an election, how can we retain the full freedom character of an eligible candidate to contest and also to have a screening mechanism in place? Now, we have rightly the Panchayat raj system in place and there are more opportunities for many good people to be locally known to contest, so we can either go for preliminary selection on the basis of local elections, or alternatively those who have good standing in local elections can be exempted from nomination fees or deposits, so that we will have more grass root talents coming up and going to higher levels, which is a true bottom-up approach. Once people have faith on them why should we have mis-trust on them either at higher levels at elected assemblies or the loksaba? In any case the anti-defection law itself might not hold if we take the freedom entrusted on us to choose, so also on our elected representatives. Fairly, we can consider that every voter has rights to choose as one may like either on individual basis or on the party basis, which is upto the person to exercise, which cannot be vitiated by a law.



looking at the elected members, ministers and the officials as the rulers. Whereas, the common people, the politician, the legislative and the government officials and everyone come from the same population, but when it comes to implementation, we will have to look at the elite for approvals and grants. This has made us dysfunctional, for everything we have to look at somebody for approvals or sanctions; we have practically lost our freedom to act in an efficient way. A transformation is very essential. The Panchayat raj as grass root constitutional body shall have more decision making and participation in implementation of development works and constructive works. Even using of words like “Governance or e-governance” could be objectionable as objects of oppression, not only new words are to be coined and suitable action plans are to be drawn to really liberate the thousand million force into reckoning of futuristic development of India. The day when we say that we rule (determine) our country collectively democratically than by saying that our country is ruled by this party and opposition is that party, we would have self-actualized and reached a state of fulfillment.



Now, let us look at horse trading either in the beginning just before forming the government or in between after forming the government; both are anyhow horse trading only; an elected member shall have freedom to decide in each occasion, however, deciding for a consideration is a question to be checked. If decisions are made purely on merits and not on considerations, the proof of exchange of consideration shall lie elsewhere. Even the terms ‘ruling party’ and ‘opposition party “ appear to be objects of oppressions, whereas, we must have executing party and overseeing party that each resolution is considered on its merits and passed on individual counts and not based on party ideology. This would also help the executing party to stay in power to its full term. There will not be any need for horse trading.



Conclusion:



Principal vs Agent: The principals, as citizens of India shall have more rights than the agents or the elected representatives, however not affecting the rights of elected members with good intentions. There is a case of failing democracy, when the citizens start
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Evolving theories of oppression and revolution are good grounds for critical thinking and critical pedagogy, in a given condition or situations of our poor people, as initiating thought process in praxis of thoughts and action. Much depends on our actions and further results. Again entering into the same process of thought and action as an iterative process of learning through critical thinking and action. As citizen of India, we cannot relegate our responsibilities to others, we have to shoulder our responsibilities on our own cause and on general cause of our people. We not only have the right to vote, but also have right to participate in India Development. When any one says, we are most corrupt, we shall think that it is an outcome of selfactualization of certain type of intellectuals and there is nothing wrong as a human behavior and through our ancestral traditions, we have mastered to overcome lusts like that. As first few steps, let us stop flowing of funds outward. Form organizations similar to the one as what Thanthai Periyar or Ganhdhiji formed and work for the needy people.
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Purushothaman Pillai, “Non-violance, a potential terrorist transforming into a social change manager / activist”, National Seminar on Non-violence-A Tool for Induced Change, organized by Mahatma Gandhi National Institute of Research and Social Action, Hyderabad, January, 2008
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